
Application of Big Data Analytics in 
Customization of E-mass Service: Main 

Possibilities and Obstacles

The paper is based on a scientific literature analysis and, by examining scientific insights, it focuses on the as-
sumption that Big Data Analytics (BDA) is an alternative used in modern organizations in decision making at 
e-mass service customization. An overall orientation to BDA application in management processes is present-
ed as a useful construct not only for improving the decision-making procedure but also as a relevant source 
for strategic planning, process and cost optimization activities as well as for changes in supply chain and risk 
management. The data was obtained through the scientific literature analysis and systematized theoretical 
insights of the BDA influence in both possibility and obstacle dimensions to e-mass service customization.
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Straipsnyje, remiantis mokslinės literatūros analize, teoriškai apibrėžiamos ir paaiškinamos mokslinės 
įžvalgos apie didžiųjų duomenų ir didžiųjų duomenų analitikos semantinę reikšmę bei taikymą šiuolaikinių 
organizacijų vadyboje. Pagrindinis autoriaus dėmesys skiriamas teorinių prielaidų apžvalgai ir apibendrin-
imui apie didžiųjų duomenų analitikos taikymo galimybes ir problemas e. masiniame paslaugų individualiza-
vime. Apskritai straipsnyje didžiųjų duomenų analitikos fenomenas yra pristatomas ir siejamas ne su siauru, 
instrumentinio-technologinio pobūdžio panaudojimu, o traktuojamas kaip vienas iš šaltinių ir aplinkybių, 
lemiančių procesinius, sisteminius ir struktūrinius pokyčius organizacijų planavimo, sprendimų priėmimo, 
procesų ir kaštų optimizavimo bei rizikų valdymo veiklose. 
Raktiniai žodžiai: elektroninis masinis individualizavimas, didieji duomenys, didžiųjų duomenų analitika, 
paslaugų individualizavimas. 
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Introduction

In recent few years, terms and models of 
Big Data and Big Data Analytics (BDA) 
have shown a tremendously increased 
attention and application in Management 
Science as well as in practices of business 
organization management. The root 
cause of that is that the last two decades 
focused on traditional, technology-driven 

attitude and quantitative data indicators as 
well as E.  F.  Codd model whereas a new 
model has switched onto a qualitative data 
indicators, combined analysis methods 
and data-driven business network and 
ecosystems (Ogrean, 2018; Orenga-
Roglá and Chalmeta, 2019). Accordingly, 
the result of this ongoing transition 
is widespread capabilities of BDA 
quantitative and qualitative application 
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and, therefore, an extended semantical 
meaning. At this point, the concept 
shifted from a narrow understanding 
of technological-instrumental tool to a 
status of strategic resource, influential 
condition and functionality to support 
business transformation processes. From 
a perspective of process management, a 
rapid transition and modification of 3V 
data management model to 4V, 5V (2012), 
7V (2014) and final 10V (2018) models 
should be outlined (Grover and Kar, 2017; 
Asllani and Long, 2018; Ogrean, 2018; 
Sun, 2018). It is important to note that the 
final 10V model is an outcome summary 
of insights by Sun (2018), formulated 
following principles of four preceding 
3V, 4V, 5V, and 7V models, composed by 
the researcher in this paper. The concept 
of e-mass customization also marks key 
points of practical service management 
orientation of the last decade as well as 
advantages of BDA regarding customers 
and processes towards organizational 
management activities. It is emphasized 
that mentioned management concepts, 
Big Data and its analytical methods 
can be aligned and applied together in 
practice to ensure an appropriate ratio 
of qualitative and quantitative costs 
and customer experience indicators, an 
overall environmental impact and value 
co-creation processes (George et al. 2014; 
Baesens et al. 2016; Hofman, 2017). In 
this context, the research question of 
this paper is formulated: What impact 
an application of Big Data and BDA can 
make on e-mass service customization? 
Consequently, the aim of this paper is 
to reveal a semantical transition of data 
management terms analysed in this paper 
as well as to identify main possibilities and 
obstacles which might occur within the 

inclusion of BDA results in e-mass service 
management. Therefore, the objectives of 
this paper are defined as follows:
1. To explore and clarify the influence 

and links of semantical and historical 
contexts for Big Data, BDA and mass 
service customization;

2. To reveal the complexity and dynam-
ics of Big Data and BDA content;

3. To define possible advantages and ob-
stacles of Big Data and BDA inclusion 
in modern organizations.
To achieve the objectives of this pa-

per, the methods of literature overview, 
analysis, and information synthesis are 
applied with an employment of a quali-
tative research paradigm. The scien-
tific literature overview and analysis are 
mostly adopted in a fulfilment of the first 
objective, in the initial chapter, however, 
the second chapter appears to be a sig-
nificant source for information synthesis 
as well. Moreover, information synthesis 
and overview assist in clarifying general 
aspects which reveal the research aim to 
appear disparate and interdisciplinary. 
Furthermore, the selected research pe-
riod of recent 5 years supports the rel-
evance of results brought by applying 
this method. Moreover, the method of 
information synthesis is applied in both 
research chapters as well as focused to 
second and third objectives. Finally, the 
outcome of this method is identified 
in the evaluation of Big Data and BDA 
terms in 4 dimensions, in the framework 
of Big Data and BDA relation and con-
tent as well as in definition of positive 
and negative synergy points of Big Data 
and BDA phenomenon with an e-mass 
customization domain.
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Literature overview of studies on 
Big Data: theoretical insights from 
semantical and retrospective points 
of view

The term of Big Data is complex, dynam-
ic and multidimensional not even from 
semantical but also from retrospective 
and logical points of view. Starting evalu-
ation from a historical point, a number 
of interpretations and debates are iden-
tified and in general represents 2 major 
positions: 
a) The term originated in the middle of 

1990s and evolved from organization 
practices and combinations towards 
fields of computer science, statistics 
and econometrics. The main person 
at this is point is John Mashey from 
Silicon Graphics Inc. (SGI) and his 
presentation in 1998 where this term 
was mentioned first time in public 
(Diebold, 2012).

b) The term originated from the scientific 
research in the beginning of 1990s. It 
is claimed that the Big Data term first 
time in academic references was used 
in 1993 by Ulrich Schwardmann (Par-
allelization of a multigrid solver on the 
KSR1). Other significant input and re-
search at this stage was made by Sho-
lom Weiss and Nitin Indurkhya (1998) 
(Predictive Data Mining: A Practical 
Guide) (in the computer science field) 
and Francis X. Diebold (2000) (Big 
Data Dynamic Factor Models for Mac-
roeconomic Measurement and Fore-
casting) (in the statistics and econo-
metrics field) (Ogrean, 2018).
In addition, there is also a third posi-

tion where the origination of Big Data as 
well as BDA is related to Douglas Laney 

(2001) (3-D data management: control-
ling data volume, velocity and variety. 
Application delivery strategies by META 
Group Inc.) who suggested the concep-
tual 3V model of data management and 
characteristics. At this point, there are 
arguments that this model also enriches 
the semantical meaning and marks a shift 
from phenomena based interpretation to 
concept or discipline based interpretation 
(Diebold, 2012; Ogrean, 2018; Politaitė, 
Sabaitytė, 2018). The overall development 
of the analysed term, both in historical 
and semantical meanings, can be illustrat-
ed in a simplified way in Figure 1.

Taking into consideration semanti-
cal meanings of Big Data and BDA, mis-
matches and a diversification of positions 
are noticed. First, an evaluation in narrow 
and broad senses should be separate and 
discussed in a more detailed sense. Broad-
ly, these terms cover a wide spectre and 
cover a constantly changing list of phe-
nomena, including scientific, technologi-
cal, and cultural dimensions (Boyd and 
Crawford, 2012; Politaitė and Sabaitytė, 
2018). Narrowly, 4 main dimensions of 
evaluation and their focus areas can be 
defined in Table 1 bellow.

Several different approaches to Big 
Data and BDA, which are presented in 
table above, have clear backgrounds as 
well as possible negative consequences. It 
is agreed both in practice and academic 
research field that these terms have a sta-
tus of strategic resources which has a di-
rect relation and influence on an ongoing 
technological development of society as 
well as new directions of academic studies 
in the past decade. Moreover, s strong re-
lation to the digital business transforma-
tion should be emphasized as well. When 
analysing possible negative consequences, 
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Table 1. Evaluation of Big Data and BDA terms in a narrow sense

Dimension Definition Focus area

Technological Combination of structured (in-house 
database or data warehouse) and 

unstructured (external data sources) 
data and data sets.

Big data platforms and sources; 
heterogenic and dynamic data 

environment.

Process / Procedural Data analysis process and results 
application based on use and 
combination of BDA related 

technologies but not traditional, 
statistical computer analysis and 

tools.

Application of BDA technology; 
functions of data collection, 
management and analyses.

Systematic Alignment among BDA technologies, 
Knowledge Management, process 
and systems used in organization.

Combination of BDA technologies, 
Data Infrastructure, systems and 
process capabilities; systematic 

innovation capability.

Management Inclusion of Big Data and BDA to 
organization management model 

and usage of results for competitive 
advantage.

Synergy of technical and 
management domains; Data 

Management organization; Resource 
Based View (RBV); competitive 

advantage in long term run.

Source: composed by the author based on M. A. Lambrou (2016), A. Asllani and D. M. Long (2018), J. E. Grable and A. C. Lyons 
(2018).

Fig. 1. Development of 3V model to 7V model

Source: composed by the author based on resources: A. Asllani and D. M. Long (2018); J. E. Grable and A. C. Lyons (2018); C. 
Ogrean, (2018); S. Politaitė and J. Sabaitytė (2018).
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it is important to mention that in practice 
these 2 terms are often used in a merged 
way, as having the same semantical mean-
ing, as well as understood in a narrow ap-
proach where the orientation refers only 
onto technological or process/procedural 
dimensions (Asllani and Long, 2018; Sun, 
2018). 

In summary, it is important to note 
that Big Data and BDA do not have any 
strict content of definition or framework 
for implication in practice but currently 
a number of characteristics and non-lin-
ear interrelationships are identified, well 
defined and can be easily unified in the 
framework (Figure 2).

Three levels of the framework above 
reveal essential similarities and differences 
as well as content and relation points of 

Big Data and BDA terms. First, Big Data 
serves as a fundamental level for all relat-
ed activities and phenomena and is de-
scribed from the perspective of 4V model 
characteristics. At this framework, BDA 
is interpreted as a technological conse-
quence of Big Data and has a strong re-
lation with infrastructure elements that 
are needed to manage and transform 
numerous quantities of raw data to rel-
evant insights for thee intelligence use. 
In this context, the semantical meaning 
of BDA term should be presented too. 
Accordingly, BDA stands for a combina-
tion of modern computer technologies, 
algorithms, systems, related manage-
ment work practices and competencies 
for a large-scale of Big Data exploration, 
analysis and storage for short and long 

Fig. 2. Framework of Big Data and BDA relation and content

Source: composed by the author based on E. McKay and M. B. Mohamad (2018), Z. Sun (2018).
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term goals in organizations. Specifically, 
the main goal of BDA is to discover new 
insights about used products or services, 
business models as well as to identify ex-
isting and forecast new market trends for 
gaining a competitive edge (Chen et al., 
2015; Politaitė and Sabaitytė, 2018; Sun, 
2018). It should be noted that a widely 
discussed value of Big Data and its ana-
lytics are found at socio-economic level 
where they are applied to different mar-
kets and sectors but only after a founda-
tion of related service and organizations 
networks. Moreover, a demand of ad-
justed usage of Information and Com-
munication Technology (ICT) and hu-
man resources with specific, high level 
digital operations and personal skills are 
required to ensure a smooth organiza-
tional transformation and value creation 
(Chen et al., 2015; Sun, 2018). 

Application of Big Data Analytics in 
e-mass service customization

Mass Customization as a multidisciplinary 
customer centric concept is well known in 
academic research of supply-value chain 
and operational process improvement 
topics as well as applied widely in business 
organizations practice for last 3 decades 
(Skačkauskienė and Davidavičius, 2015). 
Moreover, in recent years, an orientation 
of this concept to a user-driven product or 
service customization, indicators of cus-
tomer satisfaction and involvement have 
been strongly affected by recent trends 
of digitalization, process automation and 
BDA. Therefore, this adaptation of tech-
nological innovations and attitude to a 
customer role have extended boundaries 
of the concept and formulated the e-mass 

customization. E-mass customization 
is defined as an acquisition of competi-
tive advantage through combinations of 
technological and management methods 
as well as delivering a large scale and in-
dividualized product/service to a mass 
consumer in a cost-effective way. The 
main difference from a traditional Mass 
Customization is that at least 1 of 3 main 
dimensions (customer, product/service 
or process) in this version of concept is 
digital and online. Moreover, customer 
engagement is ensured not only in design 
level but also in production and opera-
tion level activities (Kaplan and Haenlein, 
2006; Skačkauskienė and Davidavičius, 
2015). Furthermore, at this point a valu-
able inclusion of both existing internal 
(for instance, customer profile, searching 
history) and dynamic external (for exam-
ple, customer flow) environment data and 
their analyses can be made by using BDA. 
These modern technologies of informa-
tion evaluation and network tools enable 
not only creating a more flexible and cus-
tomized manufacturing/service model 
but also improving a quality of customer 
knowledge base and building an integrat-
ed knowledge management model in an 
organization too (Kaplan and Haenlein, 
2006; Park and Yoo, 2016; Grover and Kar, 
2017). 

The influence of Big Data and BDA 
phenomena to the overall management 
area in a scientific discourse is recog-
nized too. The period of 2012-2013 can 
be treated as a breaking period as then a 
relevant content of academic studies in-
creased more than 3 times, lining from 17 
to 73 (Ogrean, 2018). Reasons of this new 
trend, when a transition from Big Data 
to BDA occurred in the last decade, are 
both semantical and content type as well 
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as containing a broad specter of external 
factors: data has become a background 
and essential part of business model 
transformation as organizations now have 
expanded their capabilities of IT and its 
infrastructure. Thus, an adoption of auto-
mation and digitalization ideas has rock-
eted as service optimization via bots and 
other automation solutions has become 
inevitable. In past few years, an integrated 
value (for customers and organizations) 
creation and measurement of its influence, 
complementary organizations networks 
and ecosystems have become a dominant 
topic here (Prince, 2017; Ogrean, 2018; 
Politaitė and Sabaitytė, 2018).

Switching to the synergy points of Big 
Data and BDA phenomena with an e-mass 
customization domain, the main similari-
ties can be found in different perspectives: 
•	 Historical	 conditions:	 objects	 of	 both	

analyses were strongly affected by the 
breaking point of the Information and 
Network technologies evolution in 
last decade of XX century. This period 
marks not only changes in quantita-
tive paradigms and indicators but also 
in the qualitative assessment para-
digm. Elaborating more into details, 
a shift from a narrow technological-
instrumental type and a process level 
to a broader attitude on organizational 
management perspective can be iden-
tified in this context (Park and Yoo, 
2016; Asllani and Long, 2018, Ogrean, 
2018).

•	 Derivative	 phenomena:	 objects	 of	
both analyses were affected by a com-
mon historical context, environmental 
dynamism as well as made a theoreti-
cal and practical impact themselves 
to the development of organizations’ 
strategy, operations and resource 

management and input to numerous 
customer-centric concepts as Mass 
Personalization, Value Co-creation, 
Learning Organization, Knowledge 
Management, Open Innovation, etc.) 
(Chen et al., 2015; Lambrou, 2016; 
Risdiyono et al., 2016; Asllani and 
Long, 2018).
Furthermore, Big Data and BDA are 

evaluated as an additional opportunity 
that should be used by modern organiza-
tions in decision making of e-mass service 
customization as well as evaluating an 
existing customization index, solving is-
sues of alignment between self-congruity 
and functional congruity. On the other 
hand, there are concerns that a business 
or government organization have not yet 
reached the target maturity level so they 
could integrate data into their process or 
service improvements. In addition, or-
ganizations and businesses might have al-
ready reached their targets and integrated 
data into their activities but they do not 
continue making incremental process or 
service improvements. At this point, dis-
tinctions among sectors should be de-
fined but currently, the business sector 
takes leadership in changes of customiza-
tion concept (Welborn, 2009; Chen et al., 
2015; Lambrou, 2016). In summary, the 
main 4 categories of application possibili-
ties and obstacles are presented in Table 2.

The main benefits of adapting BDA to 
e-mass customization might be identified 
in categories of process management and 
service content improvement. Positive in-
fluence in process management here is de-
scribed from different perspectives: a) En-
sured deeper alignment and synergy level 
within organization boundaries (units in 
structure, process, and systems) as well as 
with external environment; b) Additional 
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assist in supply and value chain manage-
ment, strategic planning and change man-
agement; c) Better outcome of analyses and 
configuration activities: additional data 
source for customer requirement analysis 
and constraint-based modelling, improved 
evaluation of process flexibility and the ef-
fect of intangibility in online mass custom-
ized platforms and service (Aldanondo et 

al., 2003; Welborn; 2009; Moon and Lee, 
2015; Park and Yoo, 2016; Grover and Kar, 
2017; Gillespie et al., 2018). Furthermore, 
BDA is described as making a solid input to 
the content of e-mass customization deci-
sions. In this instance, main points of influ-
ence improve identification of weak parts 
of the supply chain, user interface touch-
point or analyses of customer behaviour 

Table 2. Application of BDA to e-mass customization

Category of influence Main possibilities Main obstacles

Technological - +

Legal - +

Content + +

Process + +

Source: composed by the author based on M. Aldanondo et al. (2003), C. Welborn (2009), D. Q. Chen et al. (2015), H. Moon 
and H-H. Lee (2015), B. Baesens et al. (2016), D. Krishna (2016), M. Park and J. Yoo (2016), P. Grover and A. K. Kar (2017), A. 
Asllani and D. M. Long (2018).

Table 3. Possible obstacles of BDA inclusion to service management and customization

Type Content

Technological
Variety of Big Data sources, their content dynamic and complexity bring new, next level of 
qualitative and quantitative technological requirements for organizations’ systems and pro-
cesses as well as requires high-level digital skills and knowledge level of human operators. 

Legal

Legal requirements of the General Data Protection Regulation Act are a regulation 
in data protection and privacy for European Union based organizations, which oper-
ate customer data. It focuses not only on the alignment of legal indicators but also on 
requirements of new roles, responsibilities and actions on a daily basis of data man-
agement, primary and support type of customer service activities. In accordance with 
structural and process changes both in customization process management and BDA ac-
tivities should be implemented and the constant quality of data security should be ensured.

Process

Mentioned characteristics of Big Data, integrity of BDA results and ongoing digital transfor-
mation in customer service management are related not only to technological and legal chang-
es in organizations. It is also a non-linear way that has influence to a wide spectre of areas in 
organization: a) In learning systems and processes which should be transformed and focus 
more on retrain employees, creation of a new model of sourcing employees and talent acquisi-
tion; b) In internal and external communication processes; c) Updated quality control and risk 
management activities. Furthermore, general alignment and consensus between internal and 
external third parties, organization strategy and customer-centric approach are required too.

Source: composed by the author based on A. M. Kaplan and M. Haelein (2006), D. Q. Chen et al. (2015), H. Moon and H-H. Lee 
(2015), B. Baesens et al. (2016), D. Krishna (2016), M. Park and J. Yoo (2016), P. Grover and A. K. Kar (2017), A. Asllani and D. 
M. Long (2018).
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patterns and market trends (Krishna, 2016; 
Hofman, 2017; Asllani and Long, 2018). 
Moreover, BDA in modern organization 
practice has been adjusted innovatively and 
used in broader aspects, also affects a list of 
processes, systems and structural changes 
in a non-linear way. Otherwise, the appli-
cation of BDA both in e-mass customiza-
tion and overall organizational manage-
ment faces various obstacles (Table 3).

Summarizing all the above-defined 
points of obstacles in BDA application, it 
should be noticed that these concerns are 
strongly related to a critical position. Big 
Data and BDA are defined more like a tem-
porary trend and a group of rhetorical la-
bels than a separate scientific management 
concept or a specific category in techni-
cal or computational practices (Boyd and 
Crawford, 2012; Prince, 2017). Moreover, 
general obstacles in practices are identi-
fied: modern organizations in terms of the 
BDA usage in customization processes are 
still at a pre-stage or at a transition stage. In 
other words, organizations try to identify 
and define data sources and their content, 
try finding out how to get relevant insights 
from BDA, modelling possible application 
areas in customer value creation and in-
tegration to e-mass customization. At the 
same time organizations evaluate the need 
for a technological base and management 
competence update, prepare for upcoming 
structural and process changes (Chen et 
al., 2015; Lambrou, 2016).

Conclusions

The semantical meaning, a scope of con-
tent and practical application possibilities 
of Big Data and BDA significantly have 
developed during the last two decades. 

Otherwise, a rapidly increasing orienta-
tion to customer-centric concepts and a 
user-driven value co-creation not only 
require modern data management and 
analysing tools but also a full transition 
to digitalization and mass customized 
online service models. A concept and 
practical model of e-mass customiza-
tion illustrates this recent trend of hybrid 
(combined) operations management as 
well as reveals new obstacles, especially 
in organizational learning, legal and 
technological domains. In practice, adop-
tion of Big Data and BDA is supposed to 
give support for daily networking with 
customers, operating a huge amount of 
information and solving manageability 
concerns for all involved entities. It is be-
lieved that BDA inclusion can guarantee 
a more successful result in transforma-
tion to or renewal of the e-mass customi-
zation model both in short and long term 
runs. But at this point, an open question 
for further comprehensive and enlarged 
scope of scientific literature research 
hangs on – how and in which scope this 
combination of technology and manage-
ment domains is bridging the academic-
practice gap (in the field of customer 
data collection, advanced analytics and 
application to customized mass service 
management model)? Moreover, while 
from the theoretical perspective possible 
benefits and synergy points of analysis 
objects seem to be numerous and easily 
reached, in practice, however, organiza-
tions are facing a list of negative con-
sequences or obstacles for adoption. A 
decision to adopt BDA techniques to the 
e-mass service and overall organizational 
management is often based on unbal-
anced assumptions of upcoming effect or 
improper and narrow interpretations of 
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requirements for set up. In this case, ad-
ditional questions arise: how to properly 
evaluate and prioritize (in time and cost-

effective investment criteria) the need of 
BDA for the existing service management 
practice and customization models?
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Gedas BARANAUSKAS

DIDŽIŲJŲ DUOMENŲ ANALITIKOS TAIKYMAS E. MASINIAME PASLAUGŲ 
INDIVIDUALIZAVIME: GALIMYBĖS IR KLIŪTYS

S a n t r a u k a

Straipsnyje, remiantis pastarųjų 5 metų mokslinės 
literatūros analize ir informacijos sinteze, teoriškai 
apibrėžiamos ir paaiškinamos mokslinės įžvalgos 
apie didžiųjų duomenų ir didžiųjų duomenų analiti-
kos semantinę reikšmę bei taikymą šiuolaikinių or-
ganizacijų vadyboje. Temos aktualumą lemia ne tik 
didelis dėmesys moksliniuose šaltiniuose ir prakti-
nis žinomumas, bet ir bendros pastarojo dešimtme-
čio organizacijų vadybos tendencijos – technologi-
nių sprendimų ir naujų duomenų šaltinių taikymas, 
personalizuoto požiūrio į klientą bei poreikio tam 
įsitvirtinimas, organizacijų tinklų ir ekosistemų iš-
plitimas. Visa tai praplėtė didžiųjų duomenų ana-
litikos ir e. masinio individualizavimo reikšmes, 
susiejant juos su verslo modelių transformacijų ir 
konkurencinio pranašumo įgijimo reiškiniais. Ta-
čiau greta stebimos ir klaidingos semantinės inter-
pretacijos formuojamas dėl iki galo neapibrėžto ir 
įvairialypio (plačiąja ir siaurąja prasme) straipsnio 
temos terminų turinio traktavimo. Lygiagrečiai 

identifikuojama ir praktinio taikymo problemati-
ka, sietina tik su siauru, instrumentinio-technolo-
ginio pobūdžio didžiųjų duomenų ir jų analitikos 
panaudojimu. Apibendrinant mokslines įžvalgas 
sukurta 10 didžiųjų duomenų reiškinio charakte-
ristikų, sąveikaujančių tarpusavyje netiesioginiais 
ryšiais 3 struktūrinių lygių sistemoje bei reikala-
vimų naudotojui ir infrastruktūrai ryšių schema. 
Taip pat straipsnyje yra teoriškai apibendrinamos 3 
pagrindinės didžiųjų duomenų analitikos taikymo 
paslaugų valdyme ir individualizavime problema-
tikos sritys bei identifikuojamos 4 galimo teigiamo 
ir neigiamo poveikio kategorijos e. masiniame pas-
laugų individualizavime. Ateityje temos moksliniai 
tyrimai turėtų būti orientuoti į didesnės apimties ir 
detalesnes analizes, vertinant tiek vadybos ir tech-
nologinių sprendimų kombinavimą ir jo poveikį 
praktikams bei teoretikams, tiek specifinių didžiųjų 
duomenų analitikos priemonių ir sprendimų porei-
kį ir vietą masinių paslaugų individualizavime.




